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Abstract

Retinal blood vessels are important structures in ophthalmological images. Many detection methods are
available, but the results are not always satisfactory. In this paper, we present a novel model based method
for blood vessel detection in retinal images. It is based on a Laplace and thresholding segmentation step,
followed by a classi2cation step to improve performance. The last step assures incorporation of the inner part
of large vessels with specular re4ection. The method gives a sensitivity of 92% with a speci2city of 91%.
The method can be optimized for the speci2c properties of the blood vessels in the image and it allows for
detection of vessels that appear to be split due to specular re4ection.
? 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Relevance

Retinal blood vessels are important structures in many ophthalmological images. In some applica-
tions, such vessels are the main interest of the image [1], while in other cases, they merely obstruct
the observed area [2]. Blood vessels are also used as landmarks, for example in registration methods
[3,4]. In all cases, proper detection is crucial. However, due to the unique properties of each ac-
quisition technique, a single generally acknowledged vessel detection algorithm does not exist. Both
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the acquisition method and the application of the result determine the speci2c requirements of the
technique.

Existing methods are able to either incorporate the large-scale properties of vessels, run without
operator intervention, perform well in case of varying vessel visibility or handle vessels with specular
re4ection. However, they do not perform well on all these points.

1.2. Related work

Methods for detecting blood vessels generally fall into one of three categories [5]: kernel-based,
classi2er-based and tracking-based. Kernel-based methods convolute the image with a kernel based
on a prede2ned model. A Gaussian shaped curve is used in [6] to model the cross-section of a vessel,
and a matched 2lter is used for detection. In [7], a neural network was trained and used to model
a matched 2lter. These techniques can be fast when used with a small kernel. However, incorpo-
rating large-scale properties, such as length and length-to-width ratio, requires larger kernels, while
rotational invariance requires several rotated kernels. Both extensions result in slower performance.

Classi2er-based methods use a two-step approach. They start with a segmentation step (often by
employing one of the mentioned kernel-based methods) and next the regions are classi2ed according
to many features. This allows the incorporation of large-scale properties, but only after the initial
segmentation step.

Tracking methods use a model to track the vessels [8], starting at given points. Tracking methods often
tend to terminate at branch points or, alternatively, each branch has to be evaluated separately. Also, the
starting points are often found by using simple thresholding techniques or even operator intervention.

A combination of methods is possible to improve performance. In [5], a matched 2lter response
(MFR image), as de2ned by Chaudhuri et al. [6] is used, followed by a piecewise segmentation and
classi2cation (tracking). None of the methods mentioned here explicitly cover specular re4ection.

1.3. Overview

In this paper, we will introduce a novel, model based method for automated blood vessel detection.
We start with a simple kernel-based edge detector, optimized for the vessel widths found in our
images, and incorporate large-scale properties in a subsequent step. We will also deal with vessels
that appear to be split in two, either due to specular re4ection (also called the axial re4ex), or due
to discernible vascular walls [8], as with 4uorescein angiography.

In the next section, we will describe the properties of our images, and the method we use to
detect the blood vessel. After that, we present a more in-depth review of the algorithm. In Section
4, the results are presented and discussed, followed by our conclusions in the last section.

2. Algorithm design

2.1. Analysis

The images used by us are generated by the GDx,1 a device that measures the thickness of the
retinal nerve 2ber layer (NFL), based on Scanning Laser Polarimetry (SLP) [9]. The images are

1 GDx Nerve Fiber Analyzer, Laser Diagnostic Technologies, Inc., http://www.laserdiagnostic.com

http://www.laserdiagnostic.com
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Fig. 1. Example images: (a) re4ectance image; (b) retardation image; and (c) Re4ectance image after local contrast stretch.

monochromatic of size 256 × 256 pixels at a quantization of 8 bits per pixel with SNR ≈ 30 dB.
The SNR is estimated by 20 log10(r=sn), where r is the dynamic range of the image and sn is the
estimated standard deviation of a region with a presumably constant signal. The viewing angle is
15◦; the sampling density is approximately 59 pixels=mm.
The GDx produces two images: a re4ectance image (similar to a scanning laser ophthalmoscope—

SLO) and a retardation image (re4ecting the thickness of the NFL). Examples are shown in Figs.
1(a) and (b). Note that the NFL measurements on blood vessel areas are invalid and therefore
these areas have to be localized. Also note that the blood vessels appear both as light and dark
structures on the polarimetric image. On the re4ectance image, the blood vessels always show
as dark structures, making the re4ectance image the most suitable one for blood vessel
detection.

The blood vessels in the image are darker than their surroundings. However, on the larger vessels,
a long, narrow and brighter part may be found inside the structure, caused by specular re4ection.
Small vessels are not wider than 0:1 mm (corresponding to 6 pixels). Large vessels may be up to 0.2
(12 pixels) in width. They show dark side parts enclosing a bright inner part, all with a maximum
width of 6 pixels.

The appearance of a vessel as a dark structure on a bright background suggests to model the
cross-section of a blood vessel as a simple brightness gap. The size of this gap is 1–6 pixels
(corresponding either to the width of the vessel, or, in case of the larger vessels, to one of its dark
side parts). To normalize the contrast in the images used, a local contrast stretch is performed. To
de2ne the local background, a Gaussian 2lter is used with a smoothing factor � of 9 pixels, thereby
having a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) considerably larger than any blood vessel in the
image. In Section 4 it is shown that the procedure is relatively insensitive to changes in this �. The
original image is divided by the local background image. The contrast of the resulting image is then
stretched, clipping the lowest and highest 2%. An example of this local contrast stretch is shown in
Fig. 1(c). Analysis of the brightness step across blood vessels in these stretched images showed a
minimum height of 25% of the full scale.

2.2. Method

The appearance of blood vessels in the image either as a single or as two parallel dark line-like
structures suggests a two-step approach: 2rst 2nd the dark structures and then 2ll in the inner part.
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Fig. 2. The (a) blood vessel model convoluted with the (b) Laplace kernel and (c) its result.

Faults due to noise are corrected in a separate step. This section describes the general approach; a
more detailed discussion covering the implementation follows in Section 3.

The 1D model of a cross-section of a vessel is shown in Fig. 2(a). When convoluted with the
Laplace kernel (see Fig. 2(b)), a response as in Fig. 2(c) results. Detection of the vessel is done
by thresholding. Extension to 2D is straightforward; the images are convoluted by the 2D Laplace
kernel.

Other objects, with a cross-section similar to the model, will also respond to this procedure.
Additionally, due to noise, blood vessels will be fragmented in smaller parts, but these will be aligned.
We therefore automatically connect fragmented vessel parts before removing all small objects. By
doing so, we are able to reject noise, and keep detected parts of blood vessels that are separated.

The next step is to 2ll in the inner parts of the larger vessels. Initially, both the inner parts and
other areas are assigned to the background. The inner parts are tentatively identi2ed using a closing
operator to produce candidate objects. Objects that are largely adjacent to detected blood vessels are
added to the blood vessel image.

3. Implementation

3.1. Detecting line-like structures

Depending on the level of thresholding (�) after applying a Laplacian 2lter (Fig. 3(a)),
we get either one object (�¡�1), two objects (�1¡�¡�2) or no object at all (�¿�2). In
general, the number of resulting objects depends on the width of the brightness gap, the value of the
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Fig. 3. (a) Blood vessel model and (b) Laplace response.
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Fig. 4. �1 for � = 1:5 and corresponding values of �hi and �lo for w∈ [2; 5].

brightness step, the smoothing parameter (�) of the Laplace 2lter and the threshold level. Note that
due to the shape of the response, the thresholding will produce a slight underestimation of the width
(w′¡w). We can eventually dilate the detected vessels to correct for this (see Section 4).

The objective at this stage is to detect vessels with a range (W ) of widths. Optimal values for �
and � have to be found, so that single objects will be detected for vessels with the speci2ed widths.

The response L of the Laplace 2lter to a single (positive) step edge (with unit height, at x=0) is

L(x; �) =
x√
2��3

e−x
2=2�2 : (1)

For the gap of Fig. 3(b), with step size h, width w and its left edge at x = 0, the response is

G(x; �; w) =−hL(x; �) + hL(x − w; �): (2)

The maximum threshold level at which a single object results is

�1(�; w) = G(x = w=2) =
hw√
2��3

e−w
2=8�2 : (3)

In Fig. 4, this is shown for � = 1:5.
The preceding formula gives the threshold level for a speci2c width. The highest threshold that

results in a single object for all vessel widths in a speci2ed range (W ) is

�lo(�) = min �1(�; w); for w∈W: (4)

The corresponding value for the maximum threshold that, when exceeded, never results in a single
object for any width in the range is

�hi(�) = max �1(�; w); for w∈W: (5)

See Fig. 4 for examples of �hi and �lo.
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Fig. 5. �ratio for w∈ [2; 5]. Also shown are �lo and �hi. Note the sharp bend in �lo and therefore in �ratio.
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Fig. 6. �1 for � = 1:0; 1:5 and 2. For W = [2; 5]; �lo is limited at either w = 5 (for small �) or w = 2 (for large �).
Limits for both sides are shown with crosses and the limiting one is shown with a circle.

The response of the Laplace 2lter depends on the width. A measure for the 4atness of the response
at a certain � is

�ratio(�) =
�lo(�)
�hi(�)

: (6)

If �ratio is one, the procedure will respond to gaps of equal height for all widths in W . If �ratio is
smaller than one, the procedure is more sensitive to some widths than to others.

An example of �ratio is shown in Fig. 5 for W =[2; 5] (this range is chosen for display purposes),
with a clear optimum at � = 1:7. The sharp optimum is caused by �lo, which selects the minimum
of two functions, thereby switching from one to the other at the location of the optimum. For small
values of �, large widths limit the response. Beyond a certain value (�=1:7), small widths become
the limiting factor (see Fig. 6).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7. (a) Objects before connecting and (b) skeleton (gray) with twice-dilated end-points (white).

3.2. Handling noise

In the presence of noise, detected vessels may be fragmented, but these fragments are aligned.
Concurrently, falsely detected blood vessels will result. To eliminate these, we can remove all small
objects. However, this will also remove small fragments of true vessels. Therefore, we 2rst combine
fragmented vessels and remove all remaining small objects.

Fragments are merged by connecting those fragments that are near each other. The vessels are
line-like structures and therefore we only need to look at the ends and connect fragments with nearby
ends. To do so, the skeleton of the objects is taken and the end-points are dilated (in a 4–8 connected
manner; see Figs. 7(a) and (b)). The number of dilations (df ) has to be optimized, which can be
done by iteratively dilating the end-points and visually assessing the fraction of combined vessels. For
our images, we dilated twice. After combining, objects with a short skeleton are removed, eNectively
retaining only vessel fragments. The optimal skeleton length was determined experimentally, but the
algorithm proves to be relatively insensitive to the exact value (see Section 4).

3.3. Detecting specular re;ection

The bright inner parts of the larger vessels are characterized by 2 properties:

• They are inside detected structures.
• Their width is at most 6 pixels.

The 2rst property is implemented by means of a closing operator. By using a number of iterations
of this operator that is at most half the allowed size of the inner part, the second property is incor-
porated. Unfortunately, the closing operator also produces objects that are not completely surrounded
by vessels, such as objects at bifurcation points (see Fig. 8(a)). This 2lling up at bifurcation points
can be prevented when the angle is larger than a certain value. For this, the length of the perimeter
of the produced object and the length of the border between the produced object and the detected
vessels is calculated.

The ratio of the two lengths can be related to the angle � (see Fig. 8(b)). The total perimeter is
2l+ f and the length of the border is 2l. Furthermore,

f = 2l sin(12�): (7)
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Fig. 8. (a) Objects (gray) introduced by closing operator at bifurcation points and (b) Sketch of bifurcation and 2lling
up.

The ratio R of the border length and the total perimeter is

R=
2l

2l+ f
=

1
1 + sin(1=2�)

: (8)

We chose an angle of 40◦, resulting in a ratio of approximately 3=4.

4. Results

For the modeled vessels (W = [1; 6] pixels), the optimization of � and �lo for the Laplace and
thresholding step, as described in Section 3.1, led to � = 1:56 pixels; �lo = 0:099 · h = 6:3 (h =
25% of full scale=64) and �ratio=0:5. Analysis of the result of the Laplace and threshold procedure
resulted in an estimation of the distance between fragments (df ) of not more than four pixels. The
objects were therefore dilated twice. A manual optimization of the minimum skeleton length showed
an optimum of 28 pixels; all objects with a smaller skeleton (after connecting) were removed. An
example of the outcome of the detection algorithm is shown in Fig. 9.

Following the same procedure as Hoover [5], 10 images were hand-labeled 2 and used as ground
truth. The optic disk region (the circular area in the center of the images) was excluded from this
evaluation. A pixel-by-pixel comparison between the images and the ground truth was made. The
true positive rate (TPR) is the ratio between the true positive pixels and the total number of blood
vessel pixels in the hand-labeled images. The false positive rate (FPR) is the ratio between the false
positive pixels and the total number of non blood vessel pixels in the hand-labeled images. The TPR
is equivalent to the sensitivity, while the FPR is equivalent to one minus the speci2city.

The algorithm in the presented form yielded a TPR for these ten images of 0.816 with a FPR
of 0.024 (‘normal outcome’). Inclusion of the dilation step from Section 3.1 to compensate for
the underestimation of the vessel widths yielded a TPR of 0.924 with a FPR of 0.079 (‘dilated
outcome’).

Clearly, all parameters used have an in4uence on the TPR and FPR values. In Fig. 10 the algorithm
is evaluated for varying values for all parameters in turn (see Table 1). � (Laplace) and �lo, both
with a small dynamic range, are optimized by the described procedure, while the other two, being
less crucial, were chosen manually. The slopes of all arcs are approximately equal, suggesting that
the parameter values used were optimal (at least locally).

2 Thanks to A. Hoover for allowing us to use his hand-labeling tool.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 9. Example results (excluding optic disk region): (a) input image (local contrast stretched); (b) detection result; and
(c) result of built-in GDx routine.
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Fig. 10. In4uence of all parameters on the outcome of the algorithm.

Table 1
Ranges and dynamic ranges of parameters tested in Fig. 10

Parameter Range Dyn. range

� (Laplace) 1.51–1.61 1.07
�lo 0.089–0.109 1.22
� (contrast stretch) 6.2–13.2 2.1
Min. skeleton length 20–40 2.0

We can create other TPR and FPR pairs by using normal dilation (increasing TPR and FPR)
and erosion (decreasing TPR and FPR) operators on the two primary results. This was done for
both outcomes and the best values were selected, resulting in an optimal ROC (Receiver Operator
Characteristic) shown in Fig. 11. The area under the ROC, which quantitatively characterizes the
performance, was 0.956.
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Fig. 11. ROC created by erosion and dilation on ‘normal’ and ‘dilated’ primary outcomes.

5. Conclusion

The method presented in this paper incorporates the large-scale properties of vessels, does not
require any operator intervention, handles varying vessel visibility well and is adapted to specular
re4ection. It can be adapted to the problem at hand. For our goal, the detection of vessels in SLP
images, the algorithm yielded a sensitivity of 92.4% and a speci2city of 92.1%.

To suit other applications, several parameters can be optimized as described in Section 3. Given
the speci2c application, an optimal TPR/FPR combination may then be chosen. This method provides
an excellent way of detecting blood vessels, especially for images with specular re4ection.
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